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Ù‡Ù… Ù…Ø§Ù„Ù‡Ù… Ø¨ÙŠÙ†Ø§ ÙŠØ§ Ù„ÙŠÙ„
oh, what's their problem with us.

leh shaghelhom sho2na ele wa7'dna
ÙˆÙŠØØ³Ø¯ÙˆÙ†Ø§ ÙˆÙ…Ø§Ù„Ùˆ ÙŠØ§ Ù„ÙŠÙ„

let them grudge us who cares
ele 3'yran mena y2ldna

Ø§Ù„ØºØ±Ø§Ù… ÙˆØ§Ù„Ø´ÙˆÙ‚ ÙˆØ§Ù„Ù„ÙŠÙ„ ÙˆØ§Ù„ØÙ†ÙŠÙ† Ø¬ÙˆØ§Ù†Ø§ Ù…
Ø¯ÙˆØ¨Ù†Ø§

love, longing, night and passion inside is eating us
w el amar f 3nena gameel sa3b sot-hom y2der yb3dna.

(2X)

Ø®Ø¯Ù†Ø§ Ø§Ù„Ù‚Ù…Ø± Ù„ÙƒÙ„Ø§Ù… Ø¯ÙˆØ¨ Ù‡ÙˆØ§Ù†Ø§ Ø¹Ù„Ù…Ù†ÙŠ Ù…Ø¹Ù†Ù‰
Ø§Ù„ØºØ±Ø§Ù…

the moon has taken us to a speech, that increased our love and taught us the meaning of love.
Trna b howana el bo3d wallah 7aram

Ø¯Ù‡ Ø§Ù„Ù„ÙŠÙ„ Ù†Ø§Ø¯Ø§Ù†Ø§ ÙˆØ¯ÙˆØ¨Ù†Ø§ ÙˆÙ‚Ø±Ø¨Ù†Ø§ Ù„Ø§ Ø¨Ø¥ÙŠØ¯Ùˆ
ÙˆØ§Ù„Ù„Ù‡ ÙˆÙ„Ø§ Ø¨Ø¥ÙŠØ¯Ù†Ø§

night is calling, melting us and get us closer to each other, it's out of the moon's hand as well as out
of ours

ÙŠØ§ Ù‚Ù…Ø± Ø³Ù‡Ø±Ù†Ø§ Ù‡ÙˆØ§Ùƒ
oh moon, loving you has kept us awake
W E7NA GAMBK SHO2NA MKFEENA

Ù…Ù‡Ù…Ø§ Ù„Ø§Ù…Ùˆ ØÙ†Ø³ØªÙ†Ø§ÙƒØŒ Ø¯ØÙ†Ø§ Ù…Ù†Ùƒ Ø¯Ø¨Ù†Ø§ ÙˆØØ¨ÙŠÙ†Ø§
regardless of their blame, we'll keep waiting for you, we're melting by your love

W EL 3'RAM W EL SHO2 WYAK KOL LILA BYKBRO F 3NENA
Ù…Ù‡Ù…Ø§ Ù‚Ø§Ù„Ùˆ Ø¹Ù„Ù†Ø§ Ù…Ø¹Ø§Ù‡ Ø§Ù„ÙƒÙ„Ø§Ù… Ù…Ø´ ØÙŠØ£Ø«Ø±

Ù�ÙŠÙ†Ø§
whatever they said about us, their words won't infulence us

(2X)

Ø®Ø¯Ù†Ø§ Ø§Ù„Ù‚Ù…Ø± Ù„ÙƒÙ„Ø§Ù… Ø¯ÙˆØ¨ Ù‡ÙˆØ§Ù†Ø§ Ø¹Ù„Ù…Ù†ÙŠ Ù…Ø¹Ù†Ù‰
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Ø§Ù„ØºØ±Ø§Ù…
the moon has taken us to a speech, that increased our love and taught us the meaning of love.

Trna b howana el bo3d wallah 7aram
Ø¯Ù‡ Ø§Ù„Ù„ÙŠÙ„ Ù†Ø§Ø¯Ø§Ù†Ø§ ÙˆØ¯ÙˆØ¨Ù†Ø§ ÙˆÙ‚Ø±Ø¨Ù†Ø§ Ù„Ø§ Ø¨Ø¥ÙŠØ¯Ùˆ

ÙˆØ§Ù„Ù„Ù‡ ÙˆÙ„Ø§ Ø¨Ø¥ÙŠØ¯Ù†Ø§
night is calling, melting us and get us closer to each other, it's out of the moon's hand as well as out

of ours

Ù‡Ù… Ù…Ø§Ù„Ù‡Ù… Ø¨ÙŠÙ†Ø§ ÙŠØ§ Ù„ÙŠÙ„
oh, what's their problem with us.

leh shaghelhom sho2na ele wa7'dna
ÙˆÙŠØØ³Ø¯ÙˆÙ†Ø§ ÙˆÙ…Ø§Ù„Ùˆ ÙŠØ§ Ù„ÙŠÙ„

let them grudge us who cares
ele 3'yran mena y2ldna

Ø§Ù„ØºØ±Ø§Ù… ÙˆØ§Ù„Ø´ÙˆÙ‚ ÙˆØ§Ù„Ù„ÙŠÙ„ ÙˆØ§Ù„ØÙ†ÙŠÙ† Ø¬ÙˆØ§Ù†Ø§ Ù…
Ø¯ÙˆØ¨Ù†Ø§

love, longing, night and passion inside is eating us
w el amar f 3nena gameel sa3b sot-hom y2der yb3dna.
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